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 Executive Summary 
In many organisations, the Sun Microsystems™ Solaris Operating system has 
been traditionally installed through a process known as ‘JumpStart’. With the 
transition of Sun to Oracle™ and the release of Solaris 11, the process for 
deploying an operating system over the network has moved away from the 
JumpStart based approach, to the new ‘Automated Installer’ (AI) technology. 

As a number of large customers have invested time and money in their 
JumpStart environments, the lack of compatibility between JumpStart and the 
new Automated Installer technology means significant re-tooling for those 
customers. 

Sun developed and published the ‘JumpStart Enterprise Toolkit’ (JET) to make 
the process of installing Solaris using JumpStart an easier task; effectively 
masking the complexities of the operating system installation and providing an 
easy to understand mechanism for local customisations to be applied after the 
main build. 

This white paper will discuss how to re-use your existing JET infrastructure to 
deploy Solaris 11 systems; effectively augmenting the ‘JumpStart’ installation 
technology with the new ‘Automated Installer’ supplied with Solaris 11. 

By using this approach, the time spent building your original Solaris JumpStart 
installation infrastructure can be re-purposed in to a solution that can deliver 
both JumpStart operating system deployments in addition to Automated 
Installer based installs for the new Solaris 11 environment; all the while allowing 
staff to continue using existing toolsets which are consistent across both 
environments. 
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Introduction 
 

The Sun JumpStart® technology was introduced as part of Solaris 2, allowing 
the network deployment of the Solaris operating system, removing the need for 
physical media (at that time, tape or CD) to be present on each system. 

The basic premise is that an installation server is created on the network, and 
the machine that needs to be installed (the client), requests basic network 
information, followed by a number of steps where it sets up it’s local disks, and 
then obtains the requisite operating system image to be installed from the 
server. Once the process has completed, the client system will be ready for 
use. 

The basic operating system installation is the main priority for JumpStart, 
although it does provide a mechanism for administrators to supply a script that 
could be run at the end of the install, to customise the system. 

These ‘finish’ scripts are difficult to write, as they need to be aware of the rather 
strange environment they operate in at the end of a build. They often take more 
time to debug than write, as each ‘test’ requires a full rebuild of the system. 

With ever increasing server installations during the boom years of the internet, 
engineers at Sun developed the ‘JumpStart Enterprise Toolkit’; a simple 
wrapper around the JumpStart installation technology that allowed easier 
development of the ‘finish’ scripts, and a library of template options for common 
administration tasks, effectively removing the need to write ‘finish’ scripts for 
many builds. 

With Solaris 11, Oracle have moved away from the JumpStart technology, to a 
new ‘Automated Installer’ (AI) for Solaris 11. This isn’t backwards compatible 
with JumpStart, but shares some of the same ideas, and indeed, 
idiosyncrasies. Setting up a client build involves the creation of a number of 
files in xml format; however, the ability to run a ‘finish’ script at the end of the 
build has been lost. 

As the JET toolkit managed to mask the complexities of setting up JumpStart 
and provide a hook to finish off the installation post operating system install, 
incorporating AI into this toolkit has many benefits; the most obvious being 
consistency of use for administration staff and potential re-use of existing 
scripts for Solaris 10 in the new Solaris 11 environment. 
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Anatomy of an JET Solaris Install 
Installing Sun Solaris over a network has a number of benefits over a traditional 
physical media based approach; primarily the removal of the need to get to the 
host and manually put the installation media into the system. The less well 
known benefits of a network installation, are the ability to create standardised 
installs and to provide consistency of builds; removing natural variances 
introduced by different individuals performing the installs or by different 
interpretations of installation standards. Does 1gb mean 1024Mb or 1000Mb? 

With the release of Solaris, Sun included the network installation technology 
‘JumpStart’; allowing a hands off install of the operating system across the 
network. Based on this technology, the ‘JumpStart Enterprise Tookit’ (JET) was 
developed by Sun to help alleviate the complexity in setting up a JumpStart 
server and to introduce a template based approach to defining the system 
installation. Consistency of installation could then be achieved without the time 
investment a traditional ‘JumpStart’ solution was perceived to require. 

The installation process for a JET deployment is as follows: 

 

The build is best considered in three phases 

1. Host identification and base operating system install 

2. Host customisation finish scripts (before first reboot) 

3. Host customisation finish scripts (after first reboot) 

Traditional JumpStart accommodated the first two of these phases, JET added 
the third as some significant non-Sun released software couldn’t be installed in 
the JumpStart environment that exists prior to the first reboot. As the 
environment prior to this first reboot is a minimised operating system, writing 
and debugging scripts for this phase is time consuming and often frustrating. 
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Solaris 11 Automated Installer 
With Solaris 11, Oracle (the new owners of Sun) moved from ‘JumpStart’ based 
operating system deployments, to a new technology ‘Automated Installer’ (AI) 
and a new software packaging method, the Image Packaging System. 

The Automated Installer uses the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) 
to obtain client host information and the associated information about the 
whereabouts of the installation media, making Solaris 11 much more corporate 
network friendly. 

A simplified version of the AI installation process is as follows: 

 

The process is similar in concept to JumpStart, but using DHCP for network 
identification and then a webserver to serve the IPS packages to be installed 
rather than NFS. This approach is much more in keeping with current corporate 
technologies and this also allows for web caching to be deployed, enabling 
remote locations to install from a nominal ‘head office’, rather than having to 
have local JumpStart servers deployed across each office location. 

Automated Installer doesn’t offer any equivalent to the JumpStart ‘finish’ script, 
the assumption from Oracle is that any customisations can be deployed to 
clients through the new IPS software delivery mechanism. 

From our experience in delivering installation solutions, this provides a number 
of challenges to businesses looking to move to a Solaris 11 environment: 

• Investment of time in setting up a new ‘AI’ environment. 

• Investment of time in learning IPS to create local customisation 
packages. 

• Supportability of 3rd party software that isn’t available in IPS format. 

• Reuse of existing scripts for JumpStart environments is difficult. 
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Incorporating AI into JET 
The architecture of the JET solution accommodates the deployment of different 
operating environments. This currently enables different options to be 
presented in templates for a base Solaris install compared to that of a Solaris 
Zone. 

By using this same approach, an ‘AI’ environment can be added to the JET 
framework, allowing the ‘JumpStart’ component to be replaced with an ‘AI’ 
component, on a per host basis for Solaris 11 installs. 

Ultimately, this means a single JET server could: 

• supply ‘JumpStart’ based installations for Solaris 10 and lower 

• supply an ‘AI’ based install to Solaris 11 clients 

• allow existing JET scripts to be used in ‘AI’ installs 

• provide a single, consistent mechanism for setting up installs 

• provide a single, consistent mechanism for customising Solaris installs 

By incorporating the AI capability into your existing JET infrastructure, you will 
gain a solution that will continue to supply existing JumpStart clients, while 
being able to deploy AI based installations along side. 

The resulting JET based AI deployment will look like: 
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Technical Walk Though 
The first step in setting up a JET server for use with AI, is by creating a Solaris 
11.1 environment. The easiest way to do this is, unfortunately, to resort to the 
Oracle text based installer ISO download – with any luck, this will be the one 
and only time you need to manually install a host. This walk through is 
architecture agnostic, working with both SPARC and x86 Solaris systems. 

When installing the Solaris operating system, make sure you have at least 
10Gb available for Solaris media, should you chose to host operating system 
images (Solaris 10 or Solaris 11); a rough guide is to have approximately 2Gb 
available per image. If possible, put the media area on a different zfs pool. 

Install JET 
Download the latest JET release from the Oracle website; at the time of writing 
this is version 4.9.4, available from 

‘http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/systems/jet-toolkit/index.html’ 

Once you have the ‘jet.pkg.bz2’ download, unpack and install the base JET 
package: 

root@jet# bunzip2 jet.pkg.bz2 

root@jet# pkgadd –d jet.pkg SUNWjet 

 

Processing package instance <SUNWjet> from <jet.pkg> 

 

Sun JumpStart Enterprise Toolkit(sparc,i386) 4.9.4 

#Copyright ? 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.Use is subject to license 

terms.  

 

The selected base directory </opt/SUNWjet> must exist before 

installation is attempted. 

 

Do you want this directory created now [y,n,?,q] y 

Using </opt/SUNWjet> as the package base directory. 

## Processing package information. 

## Processing system information. 

## Verifying disk space requirements. 

## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed. 

## Checking for setuid/setgid programs. 

 

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user 

permission during the process of installing this package. 

 

Do you want to continue with the installation of <SUNWjet> [y,n,?] y 

 

Installing Sun JumpStart Enterprise Toolkit as <SUNWjet> 

 

## Executing preinstall script. 
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Adding 'jet' group to /etc/group 

## Installing part 1 of 1. 

/opt/SUNWjet/Clients/common.files/README 

/opt/SUNWjet/Products/base_config/ReleaseNotes 

/opt/SUNWjet/rules 

/opt/SUNWjet/rules.ok 

[ verifying class <none> ] 

## Executing postinstall script. 

NFS Sharing /opt/SUNWjet 

Restarting NFS 

  

Creating sample template file 

  

Adding product configuration information for  

        + base_config 

        + custom 

Client template created in /opt/SUNWjet/Templates 

 

Installation of <SUNWjet> was successful. 

Create ZFS pool for JET 
It’s always a good idea to put all of the JET media onto a different zpool where 
possible. This makes updaing the operating system much easier, and keeps 
everything in one logical place. If you can’t create a pool for JET, create the /jet 
directory and skip the rest of this step. 

root@jet# zpool create jet <disk target> 

root@jet# zfs set atime=off jet 

root@jet# zfs set mountpoint=/jet jet 

Share Media Directories 
The media needs to be available to clients, so share out the pool, but set it 
‘readonly’. 

root@jet# zfs set \ 

 share=name=jet,path=/jet,prot=nfs,ro,anon=0 jet 

root@jet# zfs sharenfs=on jet 

The JET package tries to share /opt/SUNWjet on installation. Unfortunately, 
Solaris 11 doesn’t read /etc/dfs/dfstab by default, so share out the JET directory 
as follows: 

root@jet# share -F nfs -o ro,anon=0 /opt/SUNWjet 
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Install OS support for Automated Installer 
The Solaris AI technology isn’t installed by default on a Solaris 11.1 system. To 
install support for AI, the AI server needs the ‘installadm’ and ‘tftp’ packages 
available: 

root@jet# pkg install install/installadm service/network/tftp 

Download and Install JetAI 
Support for Solaris 11.1 Automated Installer is not available from Oracle, but is 
supplied in a package developed by Maui Systems Ltd. Download it from 
‘http://downloads.maui.co.uk/release/JetAI.pkg.bz2’ and install it on to your JET 
server: 

root@jet# bunzip JetAI.pkg.bz2 

root@jet# pkgadd –d JetAI.pkg JetAI 

 

Processing package instance <JetAI> from <JetAI.pkg> 

 

JET Solaris AI support(common) 20140106-6564 

 

## Executing checkinstall script. 

Using </opt/SUNWjet> as the package base directory. 

## Processing package information. 

## Processing system information. 

## Verifying package dependencies. 

## Verifying disk space requirements. 

## Checking for conflicts with packages already installed. 

## Checking for setuid/setgid programs. 

 

This package contains scripts which will be executed with super-user 

permission during the process of installing this package. 

 

Do you want to continue with the installation of <JetAI> [y,n,?] y 

 

Installing JET Solaris AI support as <JetAI> 

 

## Installing part 1 of 1. 

………… 

[ verifying class <none> ] 

## Executing postinstall script. 

Create link for add_ai_location in /opt/SUNWjet/bin 

Create link for copy_ai_media in /opt/SUNWjet/bin 

Create link for list_ai_locations in /opt/SUNWjet/bin 

Create link for make_ai_template in /opt/SUNWjet/bin 

Create link for 'check_client.sh in /etc/bash/bash_completion.d 

Create link for 'make_ai_template.sh in /etc/bash/bash_completion.d 

Create link for 'make_client.sh in /etc/bash/bash_completion.d 

Create link for 'make_template.sh in /etc/bash/bash_completion.d 

svccfg: Pattern 'network/tftp/udp6' doesn't match any instances or services 

  

Creating sample AI template...... 
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Adding product configuration information for  

        + base_config 

        + custom 

Client template created in /opt/SUNWjet/Templates 

 

Installation of <JetAI> was successful. 

Configure JET settings 
With a fresh JET installation, review the contents of the file 
‘/opt/SUNWjet/etc/jumpstart.conf’. In this file are a number of JET settings; the 
ones to look at first are the ‘JS_PKG_DIR’, ‘JS_PATCH_DIR’ and 
‘JS_SOLARIS_DIR’. Update these settings to match the pool created 
previously: 

JS_PKG_DIR=”/jet/packages” 

JS_PATCH_DIR=”/jet/patches” 

JS_SOLARIS_DIR=”/jet/media” 

 Create those directories too: 

root@jet# mkdir /jet/packages /jet/patches /jet/media 

Add the path ‘/opt/SUNWjet/bin’ to the search path for root. Normally, this 
involves editing the /root/.profile file, and adding the line: 

PATH=/opt/SUNWjet/bin:$PATH 

To make this effective in the current shell session, run the following: 

root@jet# . /root/.profile 

Configure local DHCP server 
For this walkthrough, the JET server will also be the DHCP server. The Solaris 
11 Automated Installer will setup DHCP records for clients, but first the dhcp 
server needs to be set up. Create the file ‘/etc/inet/dhcpd4.conf’ with a basic 
network block for your network; for this example: 

• Local network 10.0.0.0, netmask 255.255.255.0 
• Offering IP addresses in the range 10.0.0.200 – 10.0.0.220 
• Local Jet/AI server address is 10.0.0.100; default router is 10.0.0.1 
option domain-name-servers 8.8.8.8; 

subnet 10.0.0.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 { 

  range 10.0.0.200 10.0.0.220; 

  next-server 10.0.0.100; 

  option routers 10.0.0.1; 

} 

 Once created, start the dhcp server: 

root@jet# svcadm enable dhcp/server:ipv4  
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Setup the installation media 
The Solaris Automated Installer needs an operating system image to supply to 
the client system to be installed. This can be obtained from the Oracle website, 
and will be listed as the ‘Oracle Solaris 11.1 Automated Installer’. Download the 
image appropriate to the architecture of the client being built (or both if you plan 
to build x86 and SPARC systems). 

Once downloaded, add the image to the JET server, using the command: 

root@jet# copy_ai_media <OS ID> /path/to/image.iso 

replacing the ‘/path/to/image.iso’ with the location the downloaded ISO has 
been saved and the ‘<OS ID>’ with a textual name for the OS. This will be used 
later, so it should be something sensible! 

For example, after downloading the x86 ISOs to ‘/tmp/ai_x86.iso’ the 
commands: 

root@jet# copy_ai_media 11x_11_1 /tmp/ai_x86.iso 

-- Enable the DNS multicast service 

 

Creating service from: /tmp/ai_x86.iso 

Setting up the image ... 

 

Creating i386 service: 11x_11_1 

 

Image path: /jet/media/11x_11_1 

 

Refreshing install services 

 

Creating default-i386 alias 

 

Setting the default PXE bootfile(s) in the local DHCP configuration 

to: 

bios clients (arch 00:00):  default-i386/boot/grub/pxegrub2 

uefi clients (arch 00:07):  default-i386/boot/grub/grub2netx64.efi 

Refreshing install services 

So the operating system ‘tag’ used later is ‘11x_11_1’. 
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Create a Client Template 
Creating a template for the client build involves two steps; first up, create a 
blank template for the host; in this example the client is called ‘solaris11js’: 

root@jet# make_ai_template solaris11js 

This will create a text based template file in /opt/SUNWjet/Template/solaris11js. 
Open the template file in an editor, and as a minimum, set the following options: 

base_config_ClientEther= 

base_config_ClientOS= 

base_config_ip= 

base_config_netmask= 

base_config_users=”airoot” 

Ethernet address can be obtained from the OBP on SPARC servers, or by 
trying a PXE boot on an x86 system and recording the Ethernet address shown 
on the console. In virtual environments, the Ethernet address is often available 
on the preferences pane of the VM. 

Your ‘IP’ address should be in the range you set up to be offered from the dhcp 
server set up previously. For example, ‘10.0.0.200’. 

The default template is well commented and you’ll see lots of ‘standard’ options 
for setting up Solaris – as a word of advice, keep things simple to start with to 
make sure a basic build works before trying to produce the ultimate build. 

If you forget the tags that are available on the system, you can run the 
command below; the ‘version’ column is the tag name: 

root@jet# list_ai_locations 

 

Version         Location 

-------         -------- 

11x_11_1        /export/install/media/11x_11_1 

default-i386    /export/install/media/11x_11_1 

N.B. 

If you have your own IPS repository set up for Solaris 11 and don’t want to use 
the Oracle public repository, set the correct URL in the template 
‘base_config_ai_build_repos’ variable. 

The default repository for all new ‘AI’ templates can be set in the file 
‘/opt/SUNWjet/etc/jumpstart.conf’, by setting the variable 
‘JS_AI_REPOSITORY’ to the appropriate URL. 
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Setup the Client Build 
Once you have a template created, the build for the server can be created by 
running the command: 

root@jet# make_client solaris11js 

This is where all the AI (or JumpStart) work happens with JET. The 
‘make_client’ script takes the settings from the client template and then starts to 
configure the installation services accordingly. Check the output for messages 
regarding common faults or missing information. A big ‘Failed!’ message is the 
usual give away that you need to supply something or have an error in your 
template. 

If you need to correct your template, re-run the ‘make_client’ command with the 
‘-f’ option, to force the overwrite of the existing client details: 

root@jet# make_client –f solaris11js 

One successful setup, you should have something like the following on your 
session: 

Checking product base_config/solarisai 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

Check of client solaris11js  

-> Passed.... 

Start the AI Build 
With the installation server set up, the next stage is to get the client system and 
start the install process. It’s assumed that the client system is connected to the 
same network as the installation server, and has power. 

On a SPARC system, from the OBP ‘ok’ prompt, run the following: 

ok boot net:dhcp – install – w 

On an x86 system, start a PXE boot; this could be by using a function key or 
other combination. On VirtualBox, it’s instigated by using the ‘F12’ key and then 
selecting ‘l’ for a LAN boot. 

On both systems, the boot sequence should start up; a small image is 
transferred to the system and then the installation proper will start. 

Be patient – system installation isn’t a quick process in most cases! 
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Checking the build 
Once installed, you should see a message to say ‘JumpStart is complete’ and a 
normal ‘login:’ prompt is visible on the console. It’s a standard JET message, so 
don’t worry that it isn’t technically accurate!  

The standard JET AI build will create a user called ‘airoot’ with a password of 
‘newroot’. Solaris 11 has moved away from direct root logins, so this is a default 
‘non-root’ user. Once logged in as ‘airoot’, you can assume the root role, by 
using ‘su –‘; the root password is also ‘newroot’ by default. 

Next Steps 
By default, the Solaris AI image is installed from the Oracle servers across the 
internet. You can follow one of the various guides available for setting up local 
IPS repositories and update the /opt/SUNWjet/jumpstart.conf 
‘JS_AI_REPOSITORY’ global setting to point to your own IPS repository. 

The JetAI solution will also let you build Solaris 10 (or 9,8,7,2.6 etc) systems 
too – but this isn’t a walk through of JET using JumpStart, so that’s more 
reading for you. 
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Solution Benefits 
This solution shows how to integrate the Solaris 11 Automated Installer 
technology into a JET solution. You don’t have to throw away all the work done 
with JET (and indeed JumpStart) when building Solaris 11 based systems. 

While some of the system administration techniques have changed between 
Solaris 10 and Solaris 11, many of the basic things that get configured on a 
newly built system remain the same. Protecting your current investment in 
standard system builds, the JetAI solution lets you use your existing platform as 
a springboard to setting up Solaris 11, rather than facing a daunting task of 
starting again from scratch.  

 

OS Delivery JumpStart JET AI JET+JetAI 

Solaris 2.2-2.6     
Solaris 7,8,9,10     

Solaris 11     

 

JET and JET+JetAI are not architecture specific; you can use either x86 or 
SPARC as a server platform, and a JET server can build both architectures of 
client. 
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Summary 
Although Oracle have changed the underlying technology used to deploy 
Solaris across the network to target systems, the JumpStart Enterprise toolkit 
can still be used to deliver standardised builds, albeit using the Automated 
Installer operating system delivery instead of JumpStart. 

This approach preserves the investment made by companies in JumpStart, and 
allows a smoother transition to the Solaris 11 experience, without the major 
concern of having to start completely from scratch with Automated Installer. 

After considerable work with the Automated Installer technology, it is the 
opinion of Maui Systems Ltd, that the factors that led to the creation of JET over 
JumpStart are still valid: 

• Process of manually setting up an install server are laborious 

• The files required for each client are not easy to edit or create from 
scratch. In AI, these are all xml files which will lead to more manual 
installs over the time taken to craft a correct file. 

• The Automated Install technology has no easy way to quickly add files, 
run scripts or install third party packages. At least not without 
considerable effort on behalf of the installer. 

With all this taken in to consideration, it is our opinion that the JumpStart 
Enterprise Toolkit augmented with the ability to deliver AI based installs is still a 
very valid option for organisations or Solaris installation engineers. 
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